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Last Chance Motel
Book 1 in the Shades of Liberty Series that chronicles
African Americans who fought in the American
Revolutionary War.

Fever 1793
Lord Byron described Greece as great, fallen, and
immortal, a characterization more apt than he knew.
Through most of its long history, Greece was poor.
But in the classical era, Greece was densely
populated and highly urbanized. Many surprisingly
healthy Greeks lived in remarkably big houses and
worked for high wages at specialized occupations.
Middle-class spending drove sustained economic
growth and classical wealth produced a stunning
cultural efflorescence lasting hundreds of years. Why
did Greece reach such heights in the classical
period—and why only then? And how, after "the Greek
miracle" had endured for centuries, did the
Macedonians defeat the Greeks, seemingly bringing
an end to their glory? Drawing on a massive body of
newly available data and employing novel approaches
to evidence, Josiah Ober offers a major new history of
classical Greece and an unprecedented account of its
rise and fall. Ober argues that Greece's rise was no
miracle but rather the result of political breakthroughs
and economic development. The extraordinary
emergence of citizen-centered city-states transformed
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Greece into a society that defeated the mighty
Persian Empire. Yet Philip and Alexander of Macedon
were able to beat the Greeks in the Battle of
Chaeronea in 338 BCE, a victory made possible by the
Macedonians' appropriation of Greek innovations.
After Alexander's death, battle-hardened warlords
fought ruthlessly over the remnants of his empire. But
Greek cities remained populous and wealthy, their
economy and culture surviving to be passed on to the
Romans—and to us. A compelling narrative filled with
uncanny modern parallels, this is a book for anyone
interested in how great civilizations are born and die.
This book is based on evidence available on a new
interactive website. To learn more, please visit:
http://polis.stanford.edu/.

Two Lectures on the Natural History of
the Caucasian and Negro Races
Death By Chocolate (Mystery, Women
Sleuths): Book 6 of the Josiah Reynolds
Mystery Series
In this timeless tale, French writer Anatole France
recasts the life and works of the beloved 4th century
saint who was the distant ancestor of our modern-day
Santa Claus. Known for his eminently generous
personality, St. Nicolas has also had a number of
miracles attributed to him, including the resurrection
of three children who had been murdered by a crazed
butcher.
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Death By Malice 10: A Josiah Reynolds
Mystery
Commerce of the Prairies
Three Great Mysteries In One Package! Death By A
HoneyBee 1 Josiah Reynolds, a former art history
professor, was once a celebrity with wealth, social
position, and a famous husband. Now all of that is
gone. The professor finds her circumstances
drastically altered. Retired, Josiah is now a beekeeper
trying to stay financially afloat by selling honey at the
local Farmers’ Market. She finds her world turned
upside down when a man is found dead in her bee
yard, only to discover that the victim is her
competitor and nemesis. The police suspect the brutal
death is murder and Josiah is their number one
suspect. Death By Drowning 2 In the second novel of
the series, Josiah survives a forty-foot fall off a cliff
only to discover that her nightmare is not over.
O'nan's body is never found and he may be alive.
Josiah puts the past behind her but it reaches out,
threatening to pull her off the cliff again. Matt, her
best friend, and Jake, her physical therapist, stand
between Josiah and harm. Even they can't keep
danger at bay. Once again, Josiah makes the rounds
of quirky characters found in the lush Bluegrass horse
world of Thoroughbreds, oak-cured bourbon and
antebellum mansions. Death By Bridle 3 Josiah is back
on the trail of a murderer. Arthur Aaron Greene III is
one of Kentucky's most prominent horsemen, but he
is found hanging from the rafters in a horse barn with
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stones in his pockets and a bucket of water under his
feet. The only witness is a nine year old boy who can't
seem to remember exactly what happened.
Relentless in her pursuit of the killer, Josiah stumbles
into decades of lies and deception that include her
dear friend, Lady Elsmere. Josiah discovers that she
must go back to 1962 if she is to find out the truth at
all!

Death By Drowning
Ramona
It's late summer 1793, and the streets of Philadelphia
are abuzz with mosquitoes and rumors of fever. Down
near the docks, many have taken ill, and the fatalities
are mounting. Now they include Polly, the serving girl
at the Cook Coffeehouse. But fourteen-year-old Mattie
Cook doesn't get a moment to mourn the passing of
her childhood playmate. New customers have overrun
her family's coffee shop, located far from the
mosquito-infested river, and Mattie's concerns of
fever are all but overshadowed by dreams of growing
her family's small business into a thriving enterprise.
But when the fever begins to strike closer to home,
Mattie's struggle to build a new life must give way to
a new fight-the fight to stay alive.

City of Dark Magic
Affectionately dubbed The Honeybee Sisters in their
Wisconsin Amish community, the three Christner girls
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are devoted beekeepers who are coming-of-age—and
discovering the sweet surprise of love Shy, skittish
Rose Christner is more comfortable tending to the
beehives on the family farm and keeping her aunt’s
unruly cats in line than attending social gatherings
with the rest of the die youngie. A childhood trauma
and secret shame keep her heart under lock and key,
and Rose just can’t accept the sweet attention she’s
receiving from a handsome neighbor. But the more
she shies away from Josiah Yoder, the more their
families sneakily plot to bring them together. And
when a vandal who’s been plaguing the Honeybee
Farm starts targeting Rose, Josiah’s steadfast
protection—and patience—just may lead her into his
waiting arms Praise for Jennifer Beckstrand and her
Matchmakers of Huckleberry Hill series “Full of kind,
sincere characters struggling with the best ways to
stay true to themselves and their beliefs.”--Publishers
Weekly “A delightful voice in Amish romance. Sweet
and funny.”--Emma Miller “Sweet romance with a lot
of heartReaders will treasure this series.”--RT Book
Reviews

The Josiah Reynolds Mysteries Box Set
(Books 7-12)
What burns hotter, love or hate? A New Age Messiah
is gunned down on the streets of San Francisco. When
Cole is asked to write the obituary it becomes
apparent something is horribly wrongthe body has
disappeared. The faithful believe he will resurrect.
Cynics think it's a hoax. Can Cole get to The Truth? A
series of arsonist attacks on Asian businesses sends
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Cole to the gates of a fiery hell as he falls prey to the
Vietnam Veteran who can't put the horror of war to
rest. What is his link to Cole Sage? In the end which
will burn hotter, love or hate? Read COLE FIRE and
find out!

Sit, Stay, Slay
Introducing Kendra BallantyneFormer high-powered
litigator (temporarily on the outs)Hollywood pet-sitter
(desperately in need of cash)Crime-Solver (currently
at wit's end) Canned from her L.A. law firm, Kendra
Ballantyne is now a freelance pet-sitter. When her
clients start getting knocked off one by one, Kendra
fears she's being set up. Aided by sexy detective Jeff
Hubbard, she's got to find out why, and fast. This
killer's animal instincts are downright dangerous.

Under the Banner of Heaven
Celebrate the significance, the magic, and the mojo of
the world’s most seductive instrument. An obsessive,
full-color book presented in an irresistible slipcase,
Guitar features 200 instruments in stunning detail.
Here are icons, like Prince’s Yellow Cloud, Willie
Nelson’s “Trigger,” Muddy Water’s Thunderbird, and
“Rocky,” lovingly hand-painted by its owner, George
Harrison. Historic instruments—Fender’s Broadcaster,
Les Paul’s “Log,” the Gibson Nick Lucas Special, the
very first artist model. Hand-carved archtops,
pinnacles of the luthier’s art, from John D’Angelico to
Ken Parker. Stunning acoustics from a new wave of
women builders, like Rosie Heydenrych of England,
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who’s known to use 5,000-year-old wood retrieved
from a peat bog. And quirky one-of-a-kind guitars, like
Linda Manzer’s Pikasso II—four necks, 42 strings, and
a thousand pounds of pressure. Marrying pure visual
pleasure with layers of information, Guitar is a
glorious gift for every guitar-lover

A Book of Bees
USA Book News - Best Book List Finalist
Readers Favorite Gold Medal Award Winner for
Best Mystery Sleuth In the second novel of the
series, Death by Drowning, Josiah survives a forty-foot
fall off a cliff only to discover that her nightmare is
not over. O'nan's body is never found and he may be
alive. Josiah puts the past behind her but it reaches
out, threatening to pull her off the cliff again. Matt,
her best friend, and Jake, her physical therapist, stand
between Josiah and harm. Even they can't keep
danger at bay. Once again, Josiah makes the rounds
of quirky characters found in the lush Bluegrass horse
world of Thoroughbreds, oak-cured bourbon, and
mansions.

Death By Stalking: A Josiah Reynolds
Mystery 12
Life takes a dramatic turn for Josiah when she
witnesses a death at an engagement party for Matt.
Matt? Yes, Matt. Charming socialite Addison DeWitt
falls into a fit after taking a sip of bourbon. That would
be upsetting enough, but Josiah is sure it is murder.
However, no one will believe her except for Lady
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Elsmere and Meriah Caldwell, the famous mystery
writer. The three of them conspire to bring the
murderer to justice. It turns out the suspect is always
three steps ahead of them. To make matters worse,
Josiah's daughter, Asa decides to move to London,
Franklin leaves town and Jake starts singing a
different tune. Josiah doubts her ability to meet the
future alone. Maybe it's time to sell the Butterfly and
move to Florida with the rest of the old folks.

Josiah Reynolds Mysteries Box Set 4:
Death By Malice, Death By Drama, Death
By Stalking
FIVE STARS! "A most delightful novel." -- READERS'
FAVORITE Mona Moon is not your typical young lady.
She is a cartographer by trade, explorer by nature,
and adventurer by heart. But there’s a problem. Miss
Mona is broke. It’s during the Depression, and
National Geographic has just turned down her
application to join an expedition to the Amazon.
What’s she to do? Perhaps get a job as a department
store salesgirl. Anything to tide her over until a next
assignment. There’s a knock on the door. Who could
this be in the middle of the night? Holding a revolver,
Mona reluctantly opens her door to a man wearing a
Homburg hat and holding a briefcase. “I bring glad
tidings. Your Uncle Manfred Moon has died and left
you as his heir to the Moon fortune. You are now one
of the richest women in the country!” he says. Mona’s
response is to point her revolver in his face. If the
stranger is telling the truth, she will apologize. If he is
a fraud, she will shoot him. That’s how Mona does
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things in 1933.

The Rise and Fall of Classical Greece
Eva Hanover hit forty years of age . . . and she had it
all . . . a brilliant career, a gorgeous brownstone in
Brooklyn and a sexy husband. Or, at least, she
thought. In a wink of an eye, Eva's husband left her.
She lost the brownstone and threw away her career in
a fit of pique. With only the clothes on her back, she
fled New York for the sunnier climate of Key Largo. As
Eva put it, her marriage went south and so did she.
Stuck in Key Largo, it is sink or swim for the
devastated Eva. Starting over at forty is hard for
anyone, but Eva wondered if she could ever be happy
again. Step by step she makes her way back to a
dream and eventually to love.

Death By Bourbon (Mystery, Women
Sleuths): Book 4 of the Josiah Reynolds
Mystery Series
epic fantasy

Wall of Glory
Celebrate the world’s most seductive instrument. An
obsessive, full-color book in the irresistible format of
Shoes and Handbags—which together have over
700,000 copies in print—guitarS delivers a feast of
500 guitars in vibrant color, plus players, makers,
legends, myths, and more. Here are guitars that
made history, that changed the course of music, that
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inspired new generations of players and listeners.
Here are milestones in the guitar's search for its true
self—Torres's classical, the amazing Gibson L-5—and
experiments that ushered in a new world of
sound—Rickenbacker's "Frying Pan" and Les Paul's
"Log." Plus B. B. King's Lucille, Willie Nelson's Trigger,
Eric Clapton's Brownie, the J-160E that John Lennon
played during his 1968 "bed-in" with Yoko, Jimi
Hendrix's hand-painted Flying V in full psychedelic
regalia. And the far-out Gittler—no body, no neck, no
peghead, yet every inch a guitar. Also here are
profiles of famous builders, including C. F. Martin,
Orville Gibson, Leo Fender—the Henry Ford of
guitars—and the mad genius Lloyd Loar. And
individual luthiers, like Linda Manzer (her Pikasso II
has 42 tunable strings), the maverick Ken Parker, and
old-world artisan John D'Angelico, staring at
skyscrapers from his Lower East Side shop and
creating the ultimate art deco masterpiece, "The New
Yorker." Marrying visual pleasure with layers of
information, Guitars captures the soul, the
significance, history, magic, and the raw mojo of this
most beloved of instruments.

Death By Drama: A Josiah Reynolds
Mystery 11
DEATH BY HAUNTING Terrence Bailey awakes to find
his mother-in-law standing in a corner. However, his
mother-in-law has been dead for seven years. Weeks
later Terrence dies of a heart attack, or does he?
Josiah thinks his death is connected to a renowned
portrait artist who’s in the Bluegrass to paint Lady
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Elsmere’s portrait. Josiah noses around. What she
finds will involve Detective Goetz and almost get her
daughter, Asa, shot. Josiah blames the black earth of
Kentucky for spitting back secrets that remain buried
in the dark & bloody ground. DEATH BY DERBY Selfmade man Charlie Hoskins was born poor as a church
mouse. He pursues money to the point of being
universally hated. He’s admired for his rags-to-riches
story, but has made many enemies in the process of
realizing his goals. So it didn’t surprise Josiah when
someone killed Charlie. Unfortunately her lawyer and
friend, Shaneika Mary Todd, might have done the
dirty deed! Join Josiah as she discovers the truth in a
world of antebellum mansions and million dollar
horses grazing in emerald pastures. The Bluegrass . . .
a world of wealth, privilege, and now murder! DEATH
BY DESIGN Josiah hears her name called out as she
strolls down 75th St. in New York City. With the
promise of a free drink, Bunny Witt steers Josiah into
a nearby bar where she unfolds a tale of being stalked
by a mysterious stranger. Bunny’s apartments in
London, New York, and Lexington have been broken
into and searched, yet nothing was taken. Bunny
claims she has no idea what this mystery person
could want. She is desperate for someone to help her.
She has decided that someone should be our Josiah!
This chance encounter in the Big Apple leads Josiah
into the world of haute couture, princes from India,
precious gems, and . . . murder! DEATH BY MALICE
Josiah Reynolds opens her door to find her neighbor,
Sandy Sloan, clutching her little dog, Georgie. “Hi
Josiah. Sorry to bother you. Can you keep my dog for
a couple of days while I check on my mother? She’s
ill.” Josiah reluctantly says yes, not because she
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doesn’t want to take care of the animal, but because
she knows Sandy’s mother couldn’t possibly be ill. Her
mother is, in fact, dead. Josiah attended the woman’s
funeral. Why is Sandy lying? Is she in distress and
needs help? Josiah can’t possibly know that in four
hours, Sandy will disappear from the face of the
earth, and no one, not even Josiah, will be able to find
her. DEATH BY DRAMA Josiah joins an amateur
thespian group performing plays in public parks and
crumbling mansions. It is a way to socialize, and
Josiah is lonely when her boyfriend Hunter stops
calling. Since the new play is being staged at Hunter’s
ancestral home Wickliffe Manor, Josiah sees this as a
win-win. She has some fun and reminds Hunter she is
still alive and kicking. What could go wrong?
Everything! Leading lady Madison Smythe, drops
dead on Hunter’s Persian rug. What’s worse Franklin,
Hunter’s brother, is arrested for her murder! Josiah
sends an S.O.S. to her daughter Asa to help
investigate. Asa must also discover why a love note
from Hunter is found in the dead woman’s coat
pocket. Josiah is ready for romance, but she doesn’t
want to fall in love with a cheater, and maybe a
murderer DEATH BY STALKING Josiah, Baby, her
mastiff, and Lady Elsmere rush to help their neighbor,
Rosie, who’s being harassed by Gage Cagle, a mean,
old stump of a man. Lady Elsmere gets Gage thrown
in jail for extorting money from Rosie. Glad to be rid
of this loathsome man, Lady Elsmere, Josiah, and
Rosie attend the Bluegrass Antique Ball. Gage shows
up and threatens Josiah, Rosie, and even Baby.
Dismissing Gage as nothing more than a fussbucket,
Josiah enjoys the ball until she finds Rosie covered in
blood, beside Gage’s near lifeless body. “I didn’t do
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this,” Rosie swears before fleeing. As Josiah tries to
stop the bleeding, she wonders, if Rosie didn’t assault
Gage, then who did?

Death By Bridle (Mystery, Women
Sleuths): Book 3 of the Josiah Reynolds
Mystery Series
A New York Times Notable Book: “A melodious mix of
memoir, nature journal, and beekeeping manual”
(Kirkus Reviews). Weaving a vivid portrait of her own
life and her bees’ lives, author Sue Hubbell lovingly
describes the ins and outs of beekeeping on her small
Missouri farm, where the end of one honey season is
the start of the next. With three hundred hives,
Hubbell stays busy year-round tending to the bees
and harvesting their honey, a process that is as
personally demanding as it is rewarding. Exploring the
progression of both the author and the hive through
the seasons, this is “a book about bees to be sure, but
it is also about other things: the important difference
between loneliness and solitude; the seasonal
rhythms inherent in rural living; the achievement of
independence; the accommodating of oneself to
nature” (The Philadelphia Inquirer). Beautifully written
and full of exquisitely rendered details, it is a tribute
to Hubbell’s wild hilltop in the Ozarks and of the joys
of living a complex life in a simple place.

Josiah
Mina Grime is unlucky, unpopular and uncoordinated,
that is until she saves her crush's life on a field trip,
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changing her High School status from loser to hero
overnight. But with her new found fame brings
misfortune in the form of an old family curse come to
light. For Mina is descended from the Brothers Grimm
and has inherited all of their unfinished fairy tale
business. Which includes trying to outwit a powerful
Story from making her its next fairytale victim. To
break the fairy tale curse on her family and make
these deadly occurrences stop, Mina must finish the
tales until the very Grimm end.

Proverbial Philosophy
If you like female sleuths who are snarky, brassy, and
fun, you’ll love Josiah solving murder mysteries along
with her quirky friends in the glamorous Bluegrass
where Thoroughbreds race, bourbon is oak-cured, and
antebellum mansions keep their secrets well. Josiah,
Baby, her mastiff, and Lady Elsmere rush to the
rescue of their neighbor, Rosie, who is being harassed
by Gage Cagle, a mean, old stump of a man. Lady
Elsmere confronts Gage and has him thrown in jail for
trying to extort money from Rosie. Glad to be rid of
this loathsome man, Lady Elsmere, Josiah, and Rosie
attend the Bluegrass Antique Auction and Ball. To
their surprise, Gage shows up and boldly threatens
Josiah, Rosie, and even Baby. Dismissing Gage as
nothing more than a loudmouth fussbucket, Josiah
enjoys the ball until she stumbles upon Rosie covered
in blood and standing over Gage’s near lifeless body.
“I didn’t do this,” Rosie swears before fleeing, leaving
Josiah trying to save the life of a man they both
detest. While Josiah attempts to staunch Gage’s
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bleeding, she can’t help but wonder, if Rosie didn’t
assault Gage, then who?

Death By A HoneyBee
Cosmically fast-paced, wildly imaginative, and with
City of Lost Dreams—the bewitching sequel—on
shelves now, City of Dark Magic is the perfect potion
of magic and suspense Once a city of enormous
wealth and culture, Prague was home to emperors,
alchemists, astronomers, and, as it’s whispered, hell
portals. When music student Sarah Weston lands a
summer job at Prague Castle cataloging Beethoven’s
manuscripts, she has no idea how dangerous her life
is about to become. Prague is a threshold, Sarah is
warned, and it is steeped in blood. Soon after Sarah
arrives, strange things begin to happen. She learns
that her mentor, who was working at the castle, may
not have committed suicide after all. Could his cryptic
notes be warnings? As Sarah parses his clues about
Beethoven’s “Immortal Beloved,” she manages to get
arrested, to have tantric sex in a public fountain, and
to discover a time-warping drug. She also catches the
attention of a four-hundred-year-old dwarf, the
handsome Prince Max, and a powerful U.S. senator
with secrets she will do anything to hide. And the
story continues in City of Lost Dreams, the
mesmerizing sequel, which finds Sarah in the heart of
Vienna, embroiled in a new web of mystical secrets
and treacherous lies.

UnEnchanted
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To humans, cold has a distinctly positive quality.
'Frostbite', 'a nip in the air', 'biting cold', all express
the concept of cold as an entity which attacks the
body, numbing and damaging it in the process.
Probably the richness of descriptive English in this
area stems from the early experiences of a group of
essentially tropical apes, making their living on a cold
and windswept island group half way between the
Equator and the Arctic. During a scientific education
we soon learn that there is no such thing as cold, only
an absence of heat. Cold does not invade us; heat
simply deserts. Later still we come to appreciate that
temperature is a reflection of kinetic energy, and that
the quantity of kinetic energy in a system is
determined by the speed of molecular movement.
Despite this realization, it is difficult to abandon the
sensible prejudices of palaeolithic Homo sapiens
shivering in his huts and caves. For example;
appreciating that a polar bear is probably as
comfortable when swimming from ice floe to ice floe
as we are when swimming in the summer
Mediterranean is not easy; understanding the thermal
sensa tions of a 'cold-blooded' earthworm virtually
impossible. We must always be wary of an
anthropocentric attitude when considering the effects
of cold on other species.

Cole Fire
The Dying Beach
This book is the result of a long and fruitful
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conversation among practitioners of two very
different fields: ancient history and political theory.
The topic of the conversation is classical Greek
democracy and its contemporary relevance. The
nineteen contributors remain diverse in their political
commitments and in their analytic approaches, but all
have engaged deeply with Greek texts, with
normative and historical concerns, and with each
others' arguments. The issues and tensions examined
here are basic to both history and political theory:
revolution versus stability, freedom and equality, law
and popular sovereignty, cultural ideals and social
practice. While the authors are sharply critical of
many aspects of Athenian society, culture, and
government, they are united by a conviction that
classical Athenian democracy has once again become
a centrally important subject for political debate. The
contributors are Benjamin R. Barber, Alan Boegehold,
Paul Cartledge, Susan Guettel Cole, W. Robert
Connor, Carol Dougherty, J. Peter Euben, Mogens H.
Hansen, Victor D. Hanson, Carnes Lord, Philip Brook
Manville, Ian Morris, Martin Ostwald, Kurt Raaflaub,
Jennifer Tolbert Roberts, Barry S. Strauss, Robert W.
Wallace, Sheldon S. Wolin, and Ellen Meiksins Wood.

Josiah Reynolds Mysteries Box Set 1:
Death By A HoneyBee, Death By
Drowning, Death By Bridle (Mystery,
Women Sleuths)
Wall of Doom
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Josiah Reynolds is tracking down the disappearance of
an old friend’s son. But while she is chasing a missing
person, O’nan is hot on Josiah’s trail chasing her. And
he is threatening, conniving and blackmailing others
to help destroy the woman he thinks ruined his life.
Will he finally succeed? Or will Josiah outwit him as
she has always done? One thing is for sure . . . when
Josiah and O’nan finally clash at the Cumberland Falls,
justice will be done. The question is who will survive
the thundering and treacherous waters of the
Cumberland Falls? But one thing is sure – someone is
going to die!

Guitars
Cindy and Clint are enjoying their honeymoon when
paradise quickly turns into hell. Clint drowns in a freak
accident in the ocean. The local police are quick to
insist that he was caught in a sudden riptide. But
Cindy, left all alone, is not convinced. She realizes
that the only way to get answers, and to save her own
life, is to return to where it all began: Barbados.

Animal Life at Low Temperature
Death By A HoneyBee is a Gold Medal winner from
Readers' Favorite and a Finalist in the USA BOOK
NEWS Best Book List of 2011. Josiah Reynolds, a
former art history professor, was once a celebrity with
wealth, social position, and a famous husband. Now
all of that is gone. The professor finds her
circumstances drastically altered. Retired, Josiah is
now a full time beekeeper trying to stay financially
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afloat by selling honey at the local Farmers Market.
She finds her world turned upside down when a man
is found dead in her bee yard, only to discover that
the victim is her competitor and nemesis. The police
suspect the brutal death is murder and Josiah is their
number one suspect. She is determined to find out
who is trying to frame her, along with her assistant,
Matt, who is twenty years her junior and gay, and her
lawyer, Shaneika, a African-American woman,
rumored to be a descendant of a historically
prominent Lexington family. Josiah s powerful but
secretive daughter pops in and out of her mother s
life, pulling strings to protect her mother from danger.
Set in the beautiful horse country of the Bluegrass,
Josiah makes the rounds of quirky characters that can
only be found in Kentucky. Fighting an unseen enemy
in the glamorous world of Thoroughbreds, oak-cured
bourbon and antebellum plantation houses, Josiah
struggles to uncover the truth in a city that keeps its
secrets well.

The Children's Life of the Bee
Death By Malice: Josiah Reynolds Mystery

Genealogical and Personal History of
Fayette County Pennsylvania
Josiah Reynolds and her girlfriend had just seen a
movie and were going home when they discover a
dead body. Why does this always happen to Josiah?
She learns the dead man was a reporter and a
stranger to the Bluegrass. The police believe his
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death is due to a botched robbery, but Josiah thinks
otherwise and begins snooping around. When
Detective Drake tells Josiah to back off, Josiah’s
forensic psychiatrist boyfriend, Hunter, comes to the
rescue and hires her to help investigate the case. Now
Josiah has carte blanche to all the reports concerning
the case, and they bear out her theory of what really
happened to the dead reporter, but no one will listen.
Josiah makes it her mission to unearth evidence that
will prove her theory. She begins the dangerous game
of finding out the truth in a world that hides its
secrets among antebellum mansions, oak-cured
bourbon, and million dollar horses grazing in emerald
pastures. This is the world of the Bluegrass—a world
of wealth, privilege, and now murder!

D_mokratia
A new case for expat private investigator Jayne
Keeney. As Jayne and Rajiv holiday in Krabi, Jayne
can't stop her mind straying to thoughts of the future:
a successful business, perhaps even a honeymoon.
Who would have thought she could be so content? But
then their tour guide's body is found floating in the
shallows and no one can explain the marks around
her neck. Jayne and Rajiv are pulled into a case that
the police have already decided isn't one: a case that
will pull at the seams of their fledgling relationships
and lead Jayne into grave danger. Angela Savage is a
Melbourne-based crime writer, who has lived and
travelled extensively in Asia. Her first novel, Behind
the Night Bazaar, won the 2004 Victorian Premier's
Literary Award for an unpublished manuscript. She is
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a winner of the Scarlett Stiletto Award and has twice
been shortlisted for Ned Kelly awards. 'The Dying
Beach is a detective story rich in Thai cultureJayne,
who can speak Thai and knock about with the best of
them, is an endearing character.' Readings Monthly
'With its intricate narrative structure, use of multiple
points of view and flashbacks, this is Savage's most
ambitious and accomplished crime novel to date.' Age
'Savage writes with dry humour and a beguiling sense
of place, but a hard-boiled quality of meance
underpins the light cleverness of her prose.' Weekend
Australian 'Keeney is an appealing, flawed heroine.'
Sun Herald 'From time to time I am reminded how
spoilt we are in Australia with the depth of talent in
the crime genre. The Dying Beach is Angela Savage's
third novel in the 'Jayne Keeney PI' series and it's the
perfect escapist read. It whisks you away to a warm
location and once you're there, the quality of the
writing and clever plot details make spending time
with expat Jane and Rajiv, her partner in life and love,
a very enjoyable experience indeedFor crime fans this
novel ticks all the boxes, but it would also appeal to
anyone looking to escape their everyday routine with
a ripper read.' Good Reading 'The Dying Beach is a
love story as well as a tightly plotted crime thrillerdeft
and unobtrusive characterisationis a mark of both the
humour and insight that is a hallmark of Angela
Savage's writing, and the reason I've been
recommending it to so many people.' David WhishWilson 'Sun-drenched beaches, sex, death,
corruption, environmental destruction, and cobras what more could you want in a crime novel?' The
Hoopla 'The Dying Beachis a stylish, intriguing and
entertaining novel featuring an appealing
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protagonist.' Book'd Out blog 'The Dying Beach has it
all: an exotic, evocative setting; terrifically drawn
characters including good guys you can't help but like
and a story that manages to be thought-provoking
and an edge-of-your-seat ride at the same time.
Highly recommended.' Fair Dinkum Crime blog

Death By Deceit
Three Great Mysteries In One Package! Death By
Malice 10 Josiah Reynolds opened her front door to
find her neighbor, Sandy Sloan, clutching her little
dog, Georgie. “Hi Josiah. Sorry to bother you. Can you
keep my dog for a couple of days while I check on my
mother? She’s ill and needs help.” Josiah reluctantly
said yes, not because she didn’t want to take care of
the animal. She had plenty of room for a little dog like
Georgie. She was reluctant because she knew Sandy’s
mother couldn’t possibly be ill. Her mother was, in
fact, dead. Josiah knew this because she had attended
the woman’s funeral. Why would Sandy tell such a lie?
And a stupid lie at that. Was Sandy trying to signal
she was in distress and needed help? Josiah had no
way of knowing that in four hours, Sandy would
disappear from the face of the earth, and no one–not,
even Josiah, would be able to find her. Death By
Drama 11 Josiah joins an amateur thespian group that
puts on plays in quirky places like public parks and
crumbling antebellum mansions. It is a way to
socialize, and Josiah feels lonely when her boyfriend
Hunter stops calling. Since the new play is being
staged at Hunter’s ancestral home Wickliffe Manor,
Josiah sees this as a win-win situation. She gets to
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have fun and remind Hunter that she is still alive and
kicking. Hint. Hint. What could go wrong? Everything!
Hunter ignores the acting group including Josiah, and
it doesn’t help when the leading lady, Madison
Smythe, drops dead on Hunter’s antique Persian rug.
To make matters worse, Franklin, Hunter’s brother, is
arrested for her murder! Josiah does the only thing
she can. She sends an S.O.S. to her daughter Asa to
investigate the murder. Asa must also discover why a
love note from Hunter was found in the dead woman’s
coat pocket. Josiah is ready for romance, but she
doesn’t want to fall in love with a cheater . . . and
possibly a murderer! Death By Stalking 12 Josiah,
Baby, her mastiff, and Lady Elsmere rush to the
rescue of their neighbor, Rosie, who is being harassed
by Gage Cagle, a mean, old stump of a man. Lady
Elsmere confronts Gage and has him thrown in jail for
trying to extort money from Rosie. Glad to be rid of
this loathsome man, Lady Elsmere, Josiah, and Rosie
attend the Bluegrass Antique Auction and Ball. To
their surprise, Gage shows up and boldly threatens
Josiah, Rosie, and even Baby. Dismissing Gage as
nothing more than a loudmouth fussbucket, Josiah
enjoys the ball until she stumbles upon Rosie covered
in blood and standing over Gage’s near lifeless body.
“I didn’t do this,” Rosie swears before fleeing, leaving
Josiah trying to save the life of a man they both
detest. While Josiah attempts to staunch Gage’s
bleeding, she can’t help but wonder, if Rosie didn’t
assault Gage, then who?

Murder Under A Blue Moon
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Josiah is back on the trail of a murderer. Arthur Aaron
Greene III is one of Kentucky's most prominent horse
men, but he is found hanging from the rafters in a
horse barn with stones in his pockets and a bucket of
water under his feet. The only witness is a nine year
old boy who can't seem to remember exactly what
happened. Relentless in her pursuit of the killer,
Josiah stumbles into decades of lies and deception
that include her dear friend, Lady Elsmere. Josiah
discovers that she must go back to 1962 if she is to
find out the truth at all, while making the rounds of
quirky characters that can only be found in the lush
Bluegrass horse country. Fighting an unknown enemy
in the glamorous world of Thoroughbreds, oak-cured
bourbon and antebellum mansions, Josiah struggles to
uncover the truth in a land that keeps its secrets well.

The Miracle of the Great St. Nicolas
Reeling from Dorak's treachery, Empress Maura must
reunite with the Dinii and search for the Mother
Bogazkoy in order to "mate" with it. Only then will
Maura have enough power to fight the Black
Cacodemon's power and free her nation from the
tyranny of the Bhuttanian Empire. But will she lose
Dorak in the process? Can Maura really save Dorak
and her people's freedom at the same time? Or will
one of them have to be sacrificed?

Like a Bee to Honey
Death by Honeymoon (Book #1 in the
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Caribbean Murder series)
Death By Drama: Josiah Reynolds Mystery

The Posy Ring
Guitar
This extraordinary work of investigative journalism
takes readers inside America’s isolated Mormon
Fundamentalist communities, where some 40,000
people still practice polygamy. Defying both civil
authorities and the Mormon establishment in Salt
Lake City, the renegade leaders of these Taliban-like
theocracies are zealots who answer only to God. At
the core of Krakauer’s book are brothers Ron and Dan
Lafferty, who insist they received a commandment
from God to kill a blameless woman and her baby girl.
Beginning with a meticulously researched account of
this appalling double murder, Krakauer constructs a
multi-layered, bone-chilling narrative of messianic
delusion, polygamy, savage violence, and unyielding
faith. Along the way he uncovers a shadowy offshoot
of America’s fastest growing religion, and raises
provocative questions about the nature of religious
belief.
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